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Abstract--Consider the operator equation, AX -- XB  = Q(*), in which A, B, Q are appropriately given 
bounded or unbounded linear operators in a Hilbert space ~.  Let fa ,  y-n be domains of A, B, 
respectively. The equation (.) has a unique solution X = Xe in Z(Y  "B, .,'f') if: (i) a countable orthonormal 
basis {~jli ~ N} exists for ~B such that each ej is an eigenvector f B belonging to an eigenvalue/z~; (ii)
a sequence {y-A (n (k))lk e ~ } of finite-dimensional subspaces of fA  exists such that fA  (n(k)) contains 
A[ fA(n(k ) ) ]  and the space spanned by {Q¢~II ~<i ~<n(k)}, for all k; (iii) for every i, the operator 
T~--A -# i l  in ~ has a continuous inverse defined on its image and (iv) {T~}iE~ is an 12-sequence or an 
appropriately weighted /fsequence. A numerical analytical approach to this theorem is outlined using 
internal approximations and reflexivity of certain spaces. It is discussed why the existence of solution to 
a properly defined ual problem to (.) implies a certain one-sided coercivity condition which, in turn, leads 
to the existence of a unique solution to equation (.). Examples are given. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM STATEMENT 
The operator equation AX - XB  = Q in which A, B, Q are bounded linear operators in a Banach 
space has been dealt with extensively in the literature (Refs [1-3] and the references therein). 
Integral representations of olutions in which A, B are possibly unbounded, Q remaining bounded, 
are available in Refs [3-5] under certain assumptions made on their self-adjointness, their spectra 
or resolvent sets. In the present work we will, under different sets of sufficient conditions, obtain 
existence (and uniqueness) ofsolutions when all of A, B, Q may possibly be unbounded in a Hilbert 
space ~,~. These conditions will be made precise later. The perturbation procedure followed in 
Refs [4, 5] perturbs the equation AX - XB  = Q, and makes use of results from the spectral theory 
or the theory of semigroups of linear operators. We will, instead, in Section 2, give our theorems, 
first for finite-dimensional spaces, and then for infinite-dimensional spaces. Proofs of these 
theorems will be omitted here because they are special versions of the proofs of the main results 
in Refs [6, 7] where it is shown that the infinite-dimensional results may be arrived at by adopting 
a Galerkin method of procedure applied to a sequence of finite-dimensional results. In Section 4 
we will outline a possible alternative procedure using perturbation of spaces involved following 
numerical analytical techniques given in Ref. [8]. Our sufficient conditions for existence include a 
version of the coercivity condition which actually facilitates the transition from the finite to the 
infinite-dimensions, and in turn follows as a necessary condition from the existence of solution of 
a certain "dual equation". This will be explained further in Section 3. Some of the fundamental 
ideas of the present work were announced in Ref. [6]. 
Recently, the semigroup approach as been used in Ref. [9] in the context of Banach spaces, when 
A, - B are infinitesimal generators, and a set of certain integral transforms of Q are bounded in 
an appropriate limiting sense, the integral transforms themselves having been generated with the 
help of semigroups satisfying certain boundedness conditions. In the present work here, we do not 
use the semigroup approach, and so our results are different. Moreover, our methods may be 
adapted to certain variable domain situations, as will be seen in a subsequent paper. 
To describe our problem precisely, we let ~ be a Hilbert space over the complex number C, 
with inner product (., .),r and norm I'l~e. y-A is a complex normed linear space which is a subset 
of ~ .  We will have A e &/,(y-A, ~f~) which is the space of all bounded linear operators from y-A 
to ~f'. y-B is a complex pre-Hilbert space which is continuously imbedded in another Banach space 
~,~. We will have B e L,a(y- B, o~f) with Bq~ ~ y-B for all q~ ~ y-B. Norms in y-A, y-s are denoted by 
I" I A and I" I B, respectively. 
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Let W" = .y("un, "UA), ~ = .y("un, aft), both the spaces endowed with their respective norm 
topologies. The problem we are concerned with can now be precisely stated as follows. 
Given a nonzero Q • ~,  under what conditions does there exist a unique solution X = XQ which 
is a linear map: "UB_, "UA, of the following equation in X, 
(AX  - XB)dp = Qdp, for all ~b ~ "Us? (1) 
An additional information like X o • #" or XQ • 3~ will imply a regularity result. We note here that the 
definitions ofA, B, Q allow them to be unbounded linear operators in the underlying Hilbert space ~.  
We will have occasions to briefly remark upon the existence of an X = XQ • Y" satisfying the 
equation 
AX(a - XB¢ = Q/p, for all 4~ • "U", (2) 
.4 being the closure (cf. Ref. [10]) of the operator A in ~.  We wish to make four points here: (1) 
If "UA # ~ then we will have a regularity feature on X e in that for all finite-dimensional $ • "U s 
we will have Xe$ • "ua (as opposed to XQ4~ • .,~ found in cited references), showing that X = X e 
will satisfy equation (1) for all finite-dimensional ~b. (2) We do not need the self-adjointness of A 
and B in our theory, nor do we need the boundedness of Q in ~.  (3) Our sufficient conditions 
in Section 2 are amenable to direct verification in a (possibly) wide class of special examples. Some 
examples are treated in Section 2. We have thus been able to avoid the various kinds of hypotheses 
needed in Refs [4, 5] to verify conditions uch as "{ II Tv lily > 0} is bounded" (loc. cit.), [[ Ty II 
denoting the norm of Ty in .W(~, ~) .  Finally, (4) it remains to be investigated whether the 
condition, "{ll Tyll lY >0} is bounded", possesses a meaningful reformulation in the setting 
described in the points (1) and (2) above. Whether or not it can be done, our work here remains 
complementary to Refs [3-5]. 
Under certain conditions, equations (1) and (2) are special cases of the equation, E(X,  ~)  = Q (~b) 
for all $ • "Us, where E: W" x "un~ ~ is a bilinear form and E is continuous in the first variable. 
We do not yet know whether the use of E(X,  (a) in place of AXdp - XBcb • ~ in our methods yields 
a wider sphere of applicability of our methods and results. 
2. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF SOLUTION 
The main results are Theorem 2.1 for finite-dimensional situations and Theorem 2.2 for 
infinite-dimensional situations. Their proofs are omitted because they easily follow from the work 
in Ref. [7]. However, examples of application of Theorem 2.2 will be given. 
For each X • #" we define a linear operator Ux: "1/B ~ ,,~ by Ux($)  = (AX - XB)$ .  This allows 
us to define a linear map U on # by setting 
U(X)  ~- Ux = AX - X& (3) 
In what follows tIQ II will denote the norm of Q in ~, and N will denote the set of natural 
number 1, 2, 3 . . . . .  n . . . . .  
Theorem 2.1 
Assume that off, "UA, "un are all finite-dimensional spaces with the set equality "UA = aft. Then 
Ux • YC. Also assume that 
there exists a constant/~ > 0 such that for all nonzero ") 
X • # there exists a ~bx • "Us satisfying the inequality ~ (4) 
I (AX - XB)(axl ~ >/~ II y II ~t q~xl B; clearly 4~x # 0. 
Then equation (1) has a unique solution XQ • W" with 
_<5 
IIXQil~r ~/~ I]Q II. 
This completes the statement of the theorem. Let us point out, in passing, that condition (4) may 
be viewed as a generalization or a weakening of the classical coercivity condition which has been 
extensively and intensively used in literature. 
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Henceforth, ~¢f, ~A, ~B will all be infinite-dimensional spaces. We will always assume that 
there exists an orthonormal basis {¢~1 i ~ I~} of ~B such that l
each ¢~ is an eigenvector of B belonging to an eigenvalue/~t. ,J (5) 
The subspaces of ~e "s and g generated by {~11 ~< i ~< n} and {Q¢a[ 1 ~< i ~< n} respectively are 
denoted by ~ and [Q¢;]7- ~. We next assume that there exists an increasing sequence of positive 
integers {n(k)}~°,~ such that for all k ~ I~, 
there exists a finite-dimensional subspace ~(n(k ) )  of ~ 
containing A[~(n(k ) ) ]  and [Q¢,]7~. (6) 
Assumptions (5) and (6) allow us, as is shown in Ref. [5], to make the transition from the 
finite-dimensional situation of Theorem 2.1 to infinite-dimensional situation of Theorem 2.2 below. 
We advance along the sequence {n(k)}~=~. This is the Galerkin type of approach mentioned in 
Section 1. Details of this approach are available in Refs [6, 7, 11]. 
We know that in finite dimensional situations the Sylvester equation (1) has a solution if 
a(A)  r~ o(B)  = ~,  where a (A) denotes the spectrum of A. Spectral considerations arise elsewhere 
also (cf. Ref. [1]). The spectral assumption that we need to make here is the following [see 
assumption (5) above]: 
For all i e ~, the linear operator A - /~ I :  g ~ g has a continuous~ 
inverse defined on its image. (7) 
. . J  
This is implied if the set of eigenvalues of B is disjoint from a(A).  We will denote the norm of 
this inverse by II (A -/~/)-~11. The main theorem of this section now follows. 
Theorem 2.2 
Assume assumptions (5)-(7). Also assume that one of the following conditions is true: 
Condition I 
[I(A - #;I)-1112 = M~ < oo. 
i= l  
Condition H 
There exist positive number p, ?R, Y: . . . . .  7 . . . . .  with p > 1 such that 
i=1  
and 
[Ti 1[ (A - IAiI)-l[[ ]P < o(3, where p -* + q-  a = 1. 
i=1  
Then there exists a unique solution XQ e ~ of equation (1) provided the ~bs are restricted to only 
the finite-dimensional e ements of ~g-n. If, in addition, ~ is dense in ~,  A : ~ ~ ~ is closable, 
and B e ~(~lf', ~f), then the same X o uniquely satisfies the equation (2). 
This completes the statement of the theorem. The proof of this theorem may be obtained by 
following methods of Ref. [7]. A significant part of the proof is the following lemma which we state 
separately for later use. 
Lemma 2.3 
Assume that assumptions (5), (7) and Condition I of Theorem 2.2 are true. Let {~pn}p~N be a 
subsequence of the sequence {~ }, ~ ~ described above. Let {y/'A(p)}p • ~ be a sequence of nonempty 
finite-dimensional subspaces of ~a.  Let ~V(p) = ~(~,  ~A(p)) .  Then, for all p e N, there exists 
a constant/~p > 0 such that for all nonzero Y e ~V'(p) there exists a ~br e ~ satisfying the inequality 
I (A Y - Yn)dp r I ~e > tip II Y II ~r(p) I ~ r I B. (8) 
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Proof. Since ~:A(p) is finite-dimensional, there exists a constant cp > 0 such that 
Iv Ix < CplV la,, for all v ~ ~e'A(p). (9) 
Assume that expression (8) is false for some q E M. Then there exists a sequence { Y i}~ of nonzero 
elements of W'(q) such that for all i ~ l~, 
1 
I(h Y~ - YiB)dp lie ~< 2~ II Y, II ~r(q) l~b IB, for all c5 e eqS, (I0) 
and so, using assumption (5), 
I 
I(A - ~/I)Y~djl. <~ 2- ~ II Y~II ,r(q) whenever j ~ I~, j ~< q. 
Hence, using expressions (9), (7) and (10) we have for all j ~ q, 
I 
[ Y, bjl a < cq I(A - l i : I)-~(A - #j I)Yibj l  ~e <~ Cq II (a - /z / I ) -  111 ~7 II Y¢ II ~#:(q)- 
Take an arbitrary 
such that 
q 
v = Y ~J6 E ~ (~j e c), 
j=l 
\1/2 
[V[B'~- j=l~'~'locjl2)=1. 
We obtain (because I~jl ~< 1), 
q Cq q Cq 
I Y :  I~ ~< Z I~jl I g~bjl A <~ ~ II g, It ~F'(q) ~ II (a  - ~jI)-'ll <~ ~ II I:, II ~(q)q I/2 
j=l j=l 
__ I] (A - / . t j I ) - l l [  2//1/2 ~< ~'~ I[ Yi II ,r(,)q I/2M2 x 
j=l 
by Condition I of Theorem 2.2. This is true for all i ~ [~. Since v was arbitrary with Iv I B = 1, we 
have 
Cq 
I[ Yill W'(q) ~'~ II }'ill ~(q)qt/2m2, for all i e M. 
This is impossible because Y~ is a nonzero element of W'(q). Thus, expression (8) must be true. 
Q.E.D. 
Remark  2.4 
Conditions uch as expression (8) which we have seen above to form a part of the set of sufficient 
conditions for existence of solutions, are also necessary to a certian extent, as discussed in 
Refs [7, 11]. 
Remark  2.5 
Theorem 2.2 above tells us that X o e ~. A more regular esult, namely X o ~ W', is obtained in 
Ref. [6] under the additional conditions: ~ is topologically included in J~, 
~. IQ(~,)l]e < oo, 
i=l 
and lastly, the one-sided coercivity condition (8) is true for all p e ~ for a constant fl independent 
of p (thus per-ernpting the need for Conditions I and II of theorem 2.2). 
We now give examples to illustrate the foregoing ideas. In our examples below A, B, Q are 
unbounded linear operators in ~f. However, our Theorem 2.2 is valid when some or all of A, B, Q 
are bounded. 
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Let us start with the space .,~ = L2([0, 2n]~; C) where [0, 2n] m denotes the Cartesian product of 
m copies of the interval [0, 2n], m being a positive integer ([0, 2n] t = [0, 2n]). An orthonormal basis 
e o~ of ~ may be taken to be { ~,~}~,~=0, where 
e,,:(x,y) =ei(x)ej(y) in which, for ¢ =x  or y, e0(¢) =~n,  ] 
sin n¢ cos n~ ~ f (11) 
= ~ ,  Ior e2n_ l (~)  --------~-, e2~(~) all n ~N. 
x/r~ 
Let, for integers, p, q > 0, 
d,.q(X, y) = ~p, qep, q(X, y), (12) 
Next, let 
~0.0=0, /~r,0 = - -m2 ~l  
/AO, q = - - r t  2 
[.~p,q -~- --(m: + n:) 
fo rp=2m-1  or2mwi thmeN,  
q=2n- I  o r2nwi thneN.  
~¢rA = {u e .t¢'~ I u(0, y) = u(2n, y), for all y ~ [0, 2re] 
and 0xu(0, y) = OxU(2rq y), for all y e [0, 2n]}, (14) 
considered as a subspace of the Sobolev space ~2. Let A: ./rA__. ~ be given by 
Au = --c O~u + ku, (15) 
where c, k are positive constants. Let now ~A (m, n) be the set of all u ~ "V A such that u is 
a finite linear combination (over C) of elements of the set {e~.j[0 ~< i ~<rn, 0 ~<j ~<n}. Then 
A [~A(rn, n)] = ~A(m, n). Let n f'm., be the set of all finite linear combinations of the b~.~s for 
O~i  ~<m, O~<j ~<n. 
In this example we are investigating whether the following equation in X, 
( -cO]+kI)(Xd?)-X((O:x+O:y)¢)= Q¢, for all ¢ e~e "B (16) 
defined in appropriate spaces, has a unique solution XQ ~ ~f. As an example of Q we may 
choose Q(#p.q)= (const.)0~# m i fp  and q are both odd, and Q(#p.q)=0 otherwise. Then 
[Qdi, j]o~i~,. = f'A(m, n). 
O<~j<~n 
Thus assumption (6) is satisfied (after rearranging the double sequences into single sequences in 
any conveniently prescribed manner). 
where 
in which 
yp.q = [1 + m 2 +/,12 + m 4 + n 4 + m 6 + n 6 + m2n 2 + m4n 2 + m2n4]t/2, 
when p = 2m - l, or 2m, and q = 2n - l, or 2n, for m, n = O, 1, 2, 3 . . . .  (obviously m = O, n = 0 
are not allowed in 2m - l ,  2n -  1). Let ~/:B be the normed linear space of all finite linear 
combinations of {dp.q}~,q=0 over C, under the inner product structure given by 
3 
(f,g)a--- ~, ~ j ' j OxOyg)~, f ,  g (0x0yf, for e f-n, 
i , j=o 
i+j<~3 
where 0!, stands for O~/ax ~, ~ for OJ/OyJ, O°u = u, a°~u = u. Straightforward calculations how that 
{dp.q}~.q-0 forms an orthonormal basis of ~g'n as a subspace of the Sobolev space o~ °3. 
Let B: f -n~ ~r" be defined by 
= (c~ x+ Oy)dp, (13) 
o~ being the Sobolev space o~ ~. Each ¢~.q is an eigenvector of B belonging to the eigenvalue/~p,o 
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To see that Theorem 2.2 gives us the existence of a solution XQ e ,,~ of equation (16), it remains 
to verify Condition I of Theorem 2.2. This we do now. So, let v e ~A. Then 
I(A - #..qI)V 12 = I(k -/~.,q)V - cd~v 12 
>i (k - #p.q)21v 12 - c(k - #,,o) (2Revd~g) dx dy 
(k 2 ~ f2~ f2~ = --],lp, q) [vl,,r+2c(k--].,lp, q) I(~xv]2dxdy 
j0 j0 
[on integration by parts, using the periodicity property of v, dxV given in expression (14)] 
~> (k 2 2 --].,lp, q) IV [,,~v (since ].~p,q~O). (17) 
Hence, 
[[(A - ~ . .d ) - ' t l  ~ - -  
and so assumption (7) is satisfied, and, moreover, 
k - ],lp, q ~ 
[I(A -- #.,ql)-ll[2 < oo. 
p,q=O 
[Notethat  1 2~ < 1 ~< l and 1 = ~° (1  ~ 1)< 1 
(k - #,,q) (m 2 + n2)2 2m2n----~ ,,,,,=~" , ~ ~,  -~  ,,=, "~i oo . 
Thus Condition I is verified. 
It is clear how this example may be generalized in several directions. We could have started with 
~e = L2([0, 2n]/;C) for a positive integer m > 2. Or, we could have taken Au = -C3x~U +ku 
where m is an odd [so that expression (17) comes out right] positive integer, with c > 0, k > 0 and 
~e "a an appropriately chosen subspace of ~,~2~ of elements that are periodic with their derivatives 
with regard to x. 
In the examples above, each (p. q turned out to be an eigenvector of A also. A situation in which 
that is not so is obtained by taking ~'~={ue.~t lu (O,y )=u(2n ,  y)  for all y e[0,2n]} with 
Au = -CaxU +ku,  c and k being positive constants. Ca(n) can be inductively defined as the 
finite-dimensional space generated by 
(sin nx ] fcos nx ) "I/'A(n - l)w~-~ej(Y)l O<.j <. 2n~w~---~ej(y)[ O <~j ~ 2n 
when ~A(1) is the space generated by 
sinx sinx siny s inxcosy  cosx cosx siny cosx.n_cosy t 
_ , , _ l ,  n n 
It can be easily shown that Theorem 2.2 can be applied to obtain the existence of a unique solution 
XQ ~ ~ of the equation in X, 
( - cG+k) (Xcb)  2 2 -- X(dx + 3y)~b = Q~b, for all ~ e ~e ~ 
in appropriately defined spaces. 
3. A NOTE ON THE DUAL PROBLEM 
Define 
~/r0 = {X~ ~f IX  is of finite rank, i.e. X [~ ~] is a finite-dimensional subspace of ~A}. (18) 
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Suppose there exists a linear injection ).: f¢'0 ~ A~' with a continuous inverse defined on ). [~¢¢'0]. For 
such a map ). to exist, certain dimensional restrictions may have to be applied to ~a,  ~B and o~f'. 
Then a problem dual to equation (1) would be: to obtain existence of a solution tp = ~b:. e ~B of 
the following equation in tp: 
(AX - XB)r~ = ).(X), for all X E ~0. (19) 
In this section we will see that a brief discussion of such problems leads us to special cases of the 
problem (1) in which Q has a one-dimensional r nge. Problems in which Q has a one-dimensional 
(or, in general, finite-dimensional) range are dealt with in Refs [5, 11, 12]. 
In this section, we will assume that 
the inclusion injection: ~A~ A# is continuous, (20) 
and 
B ~ £P(~v "B, ~e~B). (21) 
The map U in what follows was defined in the paragraph preceding Theorem 2.1 [see 
expression (3)]. 
Theorem 3.1 
Assume assumptions (20) and (21). Then U(X)eY ' ,  and this implies that the following two 
statements are true: 
(A) If there exists a linear injection ).: g0--* ~ with a continuous inverse defined on 2["W0] 
such that the equation (19) has a solution ~b:.e ~e "B, then U satisfies the following strict open 
mapping property: 
there exists a constant fl > 0 such that for all nonzero~ 
(22) 
X ~ ~0 we have II U(X)1[ Jr > fl II X [I ~r. J 
(B) The open mapping property (22) is equivalent o the following one sided coercivity 
condition: 
there exists a constant fl > 0 such that for all nonzero X ~ ~¢'0 ") 
there exists a ~bx e ~B satisfying I (AX - XB)dpxl ~e > fl II X II ~rl 4~xl B. ~'.J (23) 
(Recall Remark 2.3.) 
Proof. By assumptions (19) and (20) we have U(X)~.  
Next, if possible, let property (22) be false. Then, there exists a sequence {X~}~ of nonzero 
elements of f¢'0 such that 
II U(Xn)II ~- ~ ~ II X~ II ~-, for all n ~ N. 
Define 
n 
Yn = - -  X,, for all n e N. 
IIXnll~ 
Then {Yn}~N is a norm-unbounded sequence in ~ and, therefore, weakly unbounded in f¢" by 
the Mackey theorem [13]. Moreover, 
1 
II UY, 11 ~r ~< -,  
n 
for all n ~ [~. Since Yn ~ ~//'0, for all n e I~, we have, for every linear functional t: ~F---} C, 
/:(Y~) I -- I(: o)- -1  o).)(Y~) I ~< IIto). -~11 ~(~. c)l U(Y#)dp>.I 
(see equation (19)) 
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Thus, the sequence {Y,}~ s is weakly bounded in ~V, contradicting the weak unboundedness of
{Y~}~,s obtained earlier. So, statement (A) is  proved. 
We now go on to prove statement (B). Since U(X)~ ~£, we have 
II U(X)II ~ = sup{J U(X)dp I~e [~b e ~,  ~b # 0} 
I~l~ 
Thus, assumption (22) is equivalent o the existence of a ~bx e ~,  ~bx ~ 0 such that 
Q.E.D. 
Theorem 3.2 
Assume assumptions (5), (20), (21) and that assumption (6) extends to all n e N, i.e. 
" ~e'A(n), for all n ~ ~, ~e~(n) being a finite-dimensional subspace A[~e~A(n)] c le'A(n) and [Q ,]iffil = 
of ~A. Assume that Z~=l[ Q~el~ < oo, a regularity hypothesis on Q. (This hypothesis is satisfied 
by the Q of the example given in the previous section, and also by Hilbert-Schmidt operators.) 
If equation (19) has a solution ~b~. for some linear injection 2:~V0 ~ g with a continuous inverse 
defined on 2[~V0], then equation (1) has a unique solution X¢ e ~V. 
Proof of uniqueness 
We first apply Theorem 3.1 to get assumption (23). Then uniqueness is obtained as follows. 
Let AX - XB = 0 and X # 0 (if possible). Then for some gi of assumption (5) we have Xdi # 0, 
whereas AXdi - XB~ = 0. Define Y e ~V0 by Yd~ = Xg~ and Y~j = 0, for all j ~ i. Because di is an 
eigenvector of B, we have A Yg~- YB~ = 0 and Y :~ 0. This contradicts assumption (23). So 
uniqueness is proved. 
For existence, we may carry over the proof of Theorem 2.4 of Ref. [6]. 
Thus, in some sense, our theoretical development provides us with this information: Existence 
of solution of equation (19) implies existence of solution of equation (1). The next question that 
automatically arises is whether the converse implication is true. Is it possible to develop a dual 
theory? Before we begin to consider this question let us recall that ~/-s is the subspace of ~V "s 
generated by {g~ll ~< i ~< n }, and ~V "A (n) is as defined in Theorem 3.1. Let ~f(n) be ~A(n) considered 
as a subspace of ~e(cf. Refs 4, 7, 11]). Let ~V(n) be defined as the set of all X ~ ~ such that 
X(~i) e ~g~(n), for all i <~ n and X(d~)= 0, for all i > n. All these spaces have roles to play in the 
proofs of our Theorem 2.2 or of Theorem 2.4 of Ref. [6], and the dimensional equation 
dim ~V(n) = [dim ~S)(dim g(n)] ,  
becomes significant. If we wanted to develop a dual theory using techniques imilar to those 
presented thus far, we would have to reverse the roles of ~V(n) and ~.  In that event we would 
have the dimensionality relation 
dim ~s  = [dim W(n)] [dim ~e(n)]. 
If both our present heory and its dual were to go through simultaneously, both the dimensional 
equations would be true, forcing us to conclude that dim ~(n)  = 1, for all n e •. In that event Q 
must have a one-dimensional range (as the detailed development given in Refs [6, 7] would lead us 
to believe). Although Refs [5, 11, 12] deal with equations of type (1) when Q has a one-dimensional 
(or finite-dimensional) range, the development of the dual theory in the context described above 
remains unattempted. In this context, the ~¢(n)s would be a nested sequence, ultimately exhausting 
~f. So ~ would have to be taken as a one-dimensional space even to start with, and 5~ would 
possibly be a reflexive space. Indeed, if ~e is a finite-dimensional subspace of ~e "A, then ~(~e ~s, .~) 
may have reflexive subspaces. This consideration leads to the next section. 
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4. A NUMERICAL  ANALYTIC APPROACH TO THEOREM 2.2 
USING REFLEXIVITY 
Presented in this section is the sketch of a procedure which exploits the a priori knowledge 
of the reflexivity property and does away with the part "~A(n) = [Q¢~]~'= ~"of the assumption (6). 
We indicate how a standard method of numerical analysis (el. Ref [8]) is exploited to yield 
an alternate approach to obtain the existence of solution of equation (I) when one or more of 
U s, "U ~, ~ may be infinite-dimensional. 
A set of triplets, {(~, p., r.)ln e N }, is called an internal approximation ofa normed linear space 
if [8] (i) each "U. is a normed linear space; (ii) the prolongation operator p.: ~.--* "U is 
continuous, linear and (iii) the restriction operator r . :~r ,  is continuous, linear (this 
condition may be relaxed occasionally). We assume existence of internal approximations 
{(q/~.~, p.,r.)[n ~ ~ ~ N}, {('l~S.,pS.,rn.)[n~N} and {(~.,p. , r . ) ln~N} of~e "~, ~g "n, ~ respectively 
such that ~.~, ~s ,  ~f~ are all finite-dimensional, 
B B A A "//~. ~ (for all n ~e" +~, ~¢/'. c ~e'+~ ~ N) (24) 
and 
~.  = ~.~, A [~A] C aft.. (25) 
If ~//-s happens to be finite-dimensional, we would let ~e'n-_ .V-s for all n ~ IN, and p n, r.n become 
identity maps. We next impose the stability condition, 
there exist positive constants ~ and ~ such that'~ 
(26) 
Ilp.~ll ~<~ and Ilr.nll ~ for all neN,  5 
and the convergence property, 
for a l l~U s, s s p. r. ~b ~ 4> weakly in U s as n --* oo. (27) 
Let, for an n E N, ~¢r = ~(Un,  ~) .  Let ~V 0 be defined as in assumption (18). A sequence {X~}p= ~
of elements of ~/V 0 will be called ascending if there exists a sequence {Di}~ °-t of subsets of U s such 
that for all i e N we have (1) Xiv =0 for all v CD~; (2) DicDi+t and (3) X,.+t coincides with Xi 
on D~. Our reflexivity hypothesis now takes the form: 
If {X.}.~n is an ascending sequence of elements of ~ with "] 
X.I ~-n ~ "/V., for all n ~ N, then there exists a reflexive ) (28) 
subspace ~¢" of ~V containing A n p.X.r , for each n. 
B. .~ Assume that for all n e N there exists a bilinear form E.: ~V. x ~.  ~g. continuous in the first 
variable, and there exist continuous linear forms Q.: ~n_.. g .  such that the following consistency 
hypotheses are satisfied: 
If {X.}.~n is a sequence with, X. ~ ~V. such that pA.X.rn, s l 
converges weakly to X in ~V" as n ~ or, then for all ~b ~ ~ , (29) 
3 p.E.(X., rn.c~)~AX49 -XBdp weakly (respectively strongly) in .,~ 
BB } I fp. r.c~ ~c~ weakly in U s as n --* ~ ,  then p.Q.(rn, dp)--*Qdp 
weakly (respectively strongly) in ~ff as n --* or, (30) 
and 
I[ Q. IJ ~< some constant e > 0 independent of n ~ N. 
We also assume that for n ~ [~, 
there exists a positive constant fl independent of n ¢ [~ such that 
for all nonzero X.e ~. ,  there exists a ~b(X.)~ ~trn satisfying 
the inequality, [ E. (X., $ (X.)) [ ~,. > fl [[ X. [[ ~r. [ ~b (X.)[ ,-.e. 
) 
(31) 
(32) 
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Proposition 4. I 
Under the conditions (24)-(32), equation (I) has a solution [conditions (24) and (28) may 
be omitted if ~f" is reflexive] if Em and En coincide on the common part of their domains 
whenever m ~ n. 
Proof. The proof of Theorem 2.1 can be reproduced with En(X, dp) in place of (AX -XB)dp for 
X e ~f'~ and ~b E ~,  to obtain existence of a unique Xn e "/¢:, such that 
E~(X~, 4) = ancb, for all ~ • ~ff. (33) 
If Q is not the zero map then by conditions (27) and (30) we deduce that Q~ is eventually (i.e. for 
all large enough n) a nonzero map. Then Xn is nonzero. By expression (24) and the uniqueness 
of solution, and since Era, En coincide on the common part of their domains, we get an ascending 
sequence {X~}n~. By assumption (32) there exists a nonzero q~(X~)• ~e'~ such that 
IE(X,, ~b (X,)) I j:o >/~ II x~ll ~. I ~(X~)lo, 
in which I'1~ denotes the norm in ~e~. This, together with expressions (33) and (31), yield 
whence II X~ II ~, < fi for all n e N. It now follows from condition (26) that 
A B ag~ II pn X~ r~ II < -T, for all n • [~. 
By condition (28) there exists a subsequence { A n pr~X~rm},,~n converging weakly to some X o ~ ~1:. 
By equation (33), 
r,,c~) =pmQ,,(rmC~), for all q~ • :~ .  p,E~(Xm, ~ s 
Let now m --, ~ .  Taking conditions (27), (30) and (29) into consideration, we see that XQ satisfies 
equation (1). Q.E.D. 
In examples, we will have the situation, 
~s  is a pre-Hilbert space with orthonormal basis {~}~n, ] 
and ~ff is the subspace of ~s  generated by {~ll ~< i ~< n}, .~ (34) 
each ~ being an eigenvector of B with eigenvalue #~. 
If ~ = ~ is a one-dimensional space, then it may be possible to verify the reflexivity 
condition (28), and an example may possibly be given, patterned after the example of Section 3 
of Ref. [11]. However, if ~A is multi-dimensional or infinite-dimensional, then assumption (28) may 
not be verifiable, so we give below a slightly altered procedure. 
We replace conditions (28) and (29) by the single condition: 
If {X~}~n is an ascending sequence with X~• "g:~ for all n ~ N, then] 
there exists a subsequence (Xra}mEN such that for all ff • ~s,  | 
p,~[(AXm - XmB)(rS ck )] "+ (AX - XB)~ weakly (respectively strongly)~- (35) 
in M', where X~, is defined as X~ as soon as there is an n E N | 
with Xn~ # 0, otherwise X~ = 0. . )  
Also, it is natural to assume that 
each r~ is a surjection on ~f'~. (36) 
Now we are ready to present our next theorem which does not require the validity of the stability 
condition (26). 
Theorem 4.2 
Assume assumptions (24), (25), (27), (30), (34)-(36), (7) and Condition I of Theorem 2.2. Then, 
equation (1) has a solution X 0 which is a linear map: ~e's~ ~e'a. (No regularity condition like X o ~ ~: 
or ~¢" is intended here.) 
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Proof By Lemma 2.3, there exists a constant ft. > 0 such that for all nonzero X. ~ ~f.,  there exists 
a ~b(X.)~ y-n satisfying the inequality 
I(AX. - x.B)(q~(x.)) I  ~ >/~. II x .  II ~. 14,(x.) l , .  
The proof of Theorem 2.1 can be reproduced to obtain the existence of a unique X., Q e .#r such 
that 
(AX..Q -- X..QB)(rn. dp) = Q.(rn. cp), for all ~b e y-B. (37) 
If Q is not the zero map, then by the assumptions (27) and (30) we deduce that Q. is eventually 
(i.e. for all large enough n) a nonzero map. Then X..Q is nonzero. We also have 
r B (AX,,+I,Q--X,,+I.oB)(rn.+IdP)=Q,,+I(.+lq~), for all 0 ~y-n, 
for a unique X.+l.e e ~f.+l .  For all n ~ ~, extend the domain ofX., 0 to y-n by defining X.,Q to 
be zero outside y-8. By assumptions (24), (36) and uniqueness of X., Q, X. + l, o, we see that {X., ~ }. ~ 
form an ascending sequence. By assumption (35), there exists a subsequence {X,,,.o},,,~ such that 
p,,[(AX~.o-X,,,oB)(r~dp)]--,AXQd? -XoB4~ for all ~b ~e-n, 
weakly or strongly in af ~ as the case may be. It remains to apply assumptions (27), (30) and (37) 
to complete the proof. Q.E.D. 
As an application of Theorem 4.2 we may rework the example given in Section 2. We have 
= L2([O, 27~]2; C); e~,j and ~,.q are as defined in equations (11) and (12); y-s is the space of all 
finite linear combinations of the #p, qs with the inner product structure of ~3; and y-A is given by 
equation (14). A and B are given by equations (15) and (13) respectively, and the equation we are 
considering is equation (16). 
The sequences of subspaces ~f~,, y-A, y-B are now defined in the same way as follows: ~f~,, Y-~,,, 
y-znm are subspaces of 9¢g, y-a, y-B respectively generated by {ei.jl0 ~< i ~< m, 0 ~<j ~< m}; ~af~2,,_ i  
y-A2,,_l, y-~,.-I are the subspaces generated by {e~,jl0~i~<m, 0<~j<~m-1}.  Then 
assumptions (24), (25) and (34) are satisfied. Define each of p,: af~,---,af, p,~: y-A._,y-A, 
pn: B ,. y-~_..y-nby y-, ..., y-n as merely the inclusion injections. Define r,: af' ---, acg,, r~: y-a ---, Y-,~, r,. 
truncation, namely (c~,j ~ C). 
~b = ~ ci./ei.~--*d?.= E ci.~e,,: or E Ci, jei, y, (38) 
i , j~O O~i~m O~i~m 
O~j<.m O<~j~m- l 
according as n = 2m or 2m - 1. 
Clearly, assumptions (27) and (36) are satisfied. Define Q as in the example in Section 2, with 
Q, defined as the restriction of Q to y-ft. Then assumtion (30) is also satisfied. 
To see that assumption (35) is true let { ,},= i be an ascending sequence with X, ~ . i f .  Then, 
for all ~b e y-n we have 
p. [ (ax .  - x~B)(r~)] = (AX~ - X .B)~. ,  
where ~b, is defined in equation (38). By definition of y-s, ~b is a finite linear combination of the 
#i.:s. So, for a large enough n, 
(AX. - X.B)4~. = (AX. - X.B)4~ = (AX - XB)ep. 
Thus assumption (35) is also satisfied. We have already seen in statement (17) that assumption (7) 
and Condition I of Theorem 2.2 are satisfied. Hence, Theorem 4.2 may be applied to obtain the 
existence of solution of equation (16). 
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